
theatrical. Theme 4. Famous
Speaking English People

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

Use the words in the word bank to complete the lyrics to the song.

genius moustache famous businessman oceans

Wilde money playwright worked Oscar

peaceful 27 pop president preached

filmmaker whites suspense funny communication

prison Africa books Lear history

Hollywood Mahatma fly empathy celebrity

Hamlet composer Equality dream creative

film disappear pilot cars lifespan

Violence performer rights charity talk

telephone blond pose luxury lightbulb

Vertigo Miami Luther Nelson simple

pioneer speech meditating tiara society

diva Bell King

William Shakespeare 

He wrote ____________ and ________ ________ 

The greatest ____________________ of all times 

Wrote beautiful rhymes 

Another writer called __________ __________ 

He had his very own style 

He was __________ and clever 

in his __________ 

Had elegance and good looks 
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Alexander Graham ________ 

Invented the __________________ to sell 

Great for __________________________ 

Across the nation 

Thomas Edison was a ______________________, 

Invented the __________________ 

with a ________________ 

It was soon to be sold 

To every household 

These people changed ______________ 

And made a difference in ______________ 

So I don't care 

about your __________ 

Or your ________ and mansion 

in __________ 

I don't care if you are a __________________ 

For having money and ____________ 

It's cooler to be ____________ 

For being a ____________ 

The revolutionary, 

____________ Mandela 

Became the __________________ 

of South ____________ 

Before he was in ____________ 
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for ______ years 

Till he saw Apartheid __________________ 

Martin ____________ King 

fought for human ____________ 

________________ between 

blacks and ____________ 

That's what he ________________, 

In his ____________ "I have a __________" 

______________ Gandhi 

was a ________________ leader 

________________ was never the answer 

He lived in a ____________ way 

____________________ every day 

Princess Diana wore a __________ 

but she wasn't a royal ________ 

she ____________ hard for ______________ 

shared love and ______________ 

Amelia Earhart was a ______________ 

A woman __________ with a career 

She really loved to ______ 

Crossing ____________ and skies 

Marilyn Monroe wasn't just a pretty __________ 

She became a ______ icon 
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She could act, sing, ________ and show 

Real __________________ glow 

Charlie Chaplin was a great __________________ 

__________________, actor and ________________ 

A __________________, a hat and a funny walk 

With his miming skills he didn't need to ________ 

Alfred Hitchcock, 

master of ________________ 

Looking through a ________ camera lens 

Psycho, ______________ and Rear Window 

Results of his ________________ flow 
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theatrical. Theme 4. Famous
Speaking English People

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Use the words in the word bank to complete the lyrics to the song.

genius moustache famous businessman oceans

Wilde money playwright worked Oscar

peaceful 27 pop president preached

filmmaker whites suspense funny communication

prison Africa books Lear history

Hollywood Mahatma fly empathy celebrity

Hamlet composer Equality dream creative

film disappear pilot cars lifespan

Violence performer rights charity talk

telephone blond pose luxury lightbulb

Vertigo Miami Luther Nelson simple

pioneer speech meditating tiara society

diva Bell King

William Shakespeare 

He wrote Hamlet  and King  Lear  

The greatest playwright  of all times 

Wrote beautiful rhymes 

Another writer called Oscar  Wilde  

He had his very own style 

He was funny  and clever 

in his books  

Had elegance and good looks 
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Alexander Graham Bell  

Invented the telephone  to sell 

Great for communication  

Across the nation 

Thomas Edison was a businessman , 

Invented the lightbulb  

with a lifespan  

It was soon to be sold 

To every household 

These people changed history  

And made a difference in society  

So I don't care 

about your money  

Or your cars  and mansion 

in Miami  

I don't care if you are a celebrity  

For having money and luxury  

It's cooler to be famous  

For being a genius  

The revolutionary, 

Nelson  Mandela 

Became the president  

of South Africa  

Before he was in prison  
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for 27  years 

Till he saw Apartheid disappear  

Martin Luther  King 

fought for human rights  

Equality  between 

blacks and whites  

That's what he preached , 

In his speech  "I have a dream " 

Mahatma  Gandhi 

was a peaceful  leader 

Violence  was never the answer 

He lived in a simple  way 

meditating  every day 

Princess Diana wore a tiara  

but she wasn't a royal diva  

she worked  hard for charity  

shared love and empathy  

Amelia Earhart was a pioneer  

A woman pilot  with a career 

She really loved to fly  

Crossing oceans  and skies 

Marilyn Monroe wasn't just a pretty blond  

She became a pop  icon 
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She could act, sing, pose  and show 

Real Hollywood  glow 

Charlie Chaplin was a great performer  

filmmaker , actor and composer  

A moustache , a hat and a funny walk 

With his miming skills he didn't need to talk  

Alfred Hitchcock, 

master of suspense  

Looking through a film  camera lens 

Psycho, Vertigo  and Rear Window 

Results of his creative  flow 
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